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Harold Klemp, the leading authority on past lives, dreams, and Soul Travel, brings you startling

insights in this breakthrough book.Past Lives--Learn to recall memories of past lives! Lessons of

long ago can be recaptured now to help our lives today. Our character is made up of virtues and

shortcomings, and all are a development from past lives.Dreams--Dreams are real, another way to

find wisdom from the heart. Dreams open new avenues of truth and give insights just for you.Soul

Travel--Soul Travel is simply a shift in consciousness. Its main benefit is to let us tap into the

wisdom and knowledge of the last great frontier--our inner worlds. To fully, consciously ride the

wave of divine love coming into our lives every day.Past Lives, Dreams, and Soul Travel prepares

you to set foot on the grandest adventure of your life. Find your true purpose. Find greater love than

you&apos;ve ever known. Find spiritual freedom beyond your dreams. This book can change you

forever.
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"Defining each of the three topics in the title, Klemp then explores them in a way that will change the

reader's view of these subjects--and life in general--forever. An excellent resource to enliven

readers looking for more meaning and purpose in their lives."--Gerald Jampolsky, M.D., author

ofÃ‚Â  Love is Letting Go of Fear"Soul triumphs over death.   "Soul enters this world to pursue a

series of tasks, for each is an exercise in spiritual purification. Taken as a whole, these assignments

make up one's destiny.  "Each lifetime teaches at least one lesson and often dozens."These are



some of the statements in 'Past Lives, Dreams and Soul Travel' by Harold Klemp that challenged

the way I think."--Jean Peerenboom, Green Bay Press-Gazette, Sunday, January 9, 2005

Author Harold Klemp is known as a pioneer of today&apos;s focus on "everyday spirituality." He

was raised on a Wisconsin farm and attended divinity school. He also served in the US Air Force.In

1981, after years of training, he became the spiritual leader of Eckankar, Religion of the Light and

Sound of God. His full title is Sri Harold Klemp, the Mahanta, the Living ECK Master. His mission is

to help people find their way back to God in this life.Each year, Harold Klemp speaks to thousands

of seekers at Eckankar seminars. Author of more than one hundred books, he continues to write,

including many articles and spiritual-study discourses. His books have been translated into more

than 18 languages.His inspiring and practical approach to spirituality helps many thousands of

people worldwide find greater freedom, wisdom, and love in their lives. (Eckankar.org)

What happens at death (when people ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“pass onÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•)? Is there just one

life for everybody that ends in heaven or hell? Or does karma and reincarnation play a role in

SoulÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s education? Who or what am I? Why am I here? What is my purpose or

mission in life? Why are some people born rich and others born poor? . . . Smart or dull? . . .

Healthy or disabled? How come some young children tap into past lives, but parents tell them

itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s just their imagination, so they forget when they get older? Why do bad things

happen to good people? If thereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a loving God, how come

thereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s so much fighting, manipulating, and suffering in this world? These were

some of my questions. I searched for answers in books, classes, and workshops on theology,

new-age, the Christian bible, metaphysics, spirituality, psychology, and eastern religions. Each

helped along the way, but Past Lives, Dreams, and Soul Travel pulled it all together for me.

ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a treasure chest of techniques, tips, stories of real-life experiences, and easy

spiritual exercises (such as singing HU), so readers can access their Inner Guidance to get answers

to their own questions about why their life is as it is and how they can make it better. For me, this

book explains the spiritual purpose of karma and reincarnation, designed because the Creator loves

each and all as eternal Soul. Dream study and Soul Travel techniques can reveal insights from a

higher spiritual perspective (including past lives) that help to resolve current-life problems, overcome

fears, and make better decisions that lead to a more creative, effective, meaningful, and happy life

here and now.



wonderful, enlightening and mind boggling!

Answers to so many of life's questions and explanations for why things happen. Helped me to

understand life, my role in it, and how to more forward in a positive direction to unfoldment.

This is a wonderful book and will help anyone who has an interest in studying their dreams, looking

into how their past lives have an effect on this current one and how to work with that, and learning

how to soul travel at will.Harold Klemp is a gentle teacher and guide and your spiritual life will never

be the same after you read this,.

When my daughter Alexis died at the age of 29, I read everything I could to try to understand where

she was, what it looked like, and whether she was happy. I wanted to believe that in some way, she

was still with me.The stories in this book helped me to find perspective.Margaret Marshall

Rhyne,Ã‚Â Remembering Alexis, Finding Perspective in Love and Loss

Had the book, now I have it on my Kindle. Good source for anyone interested in learning how to use

contemplation and dreams to solve problems, get out of your body, and grow spiritually.

I loved this book. It's a comprehensive, truthful, spirital work with stories about and told by regular

folks experiencing extrordinary and moving experiences. As a reader you won't be the same after

you put it down, I guarantee that. The spiritual message here is positive and uplifting. I wish there

were more books like that out there.

mber of ECKANKAR, and I found it very helpful in my spiritual life. I feel sure that nonEckists would

find a lot to help them.
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